Stanislove

One-Sheet: “Merge”
Stanislove is a singer-songwriter in the roots-blues
tradition, blending American acoustic guitar styles into
intimate conversations, edgy rants and suspiciously
improbable tales. The result is his own, unique blend of
“modern traditional,” living in the present while paying
respect to the famous American artists who influenced
him and all the forgotten immigrants who came before.
“Blues fans will warm to the way that Stanislove leads an
ensemble band through a strong set of Americana.”
- Eric Steiner, WA Blues Society Bluesletter

“Merge” is my 2nd RooTsters album, an eclectic collection of acoustic originals.
As an interwoven, two-guitar duo we blend the polyrhythmic interplay of two acoustic guitars, some mean
Delta blues harp, a slick, playful stand-up bass and solid brush work on drums into danceable music for happy
people; and those who need cheering up. Along with kick-butt Zydeco accordion, keyboard or trombone to mix
things up, “Merge” is a treat for Blues and Americana fans tired of too much volume and not enough content.
Enjoy boogie the way it was born – unplugged. (Our slogan: “A nude beach for your ears.”)
[ADULT THEMES -- NO OBJECTIONABLE LANGUAGE]

1. Back To the City – [Country Rock] Tried the country life; wasn't for me.
2. Lola Dee – [Zydeco] Can't always keep what revs your motor; playful.
3. Tampa Blues – [Slow Jazz] Regrets in a smoky Florida lounge.
4. Right Reasons – [Blues] Took me time to realize not all grown women are sane...
5. Roll Around – [Slow-Stroll Blues] This gal is hard to keep in one place.
6. Just Friends – [Bossa Nova] “Just friends” just won't do when you're smitten.
7. For An Old Man – [Swing] Girls, don't overlook the benefits of experience!
8. DuoGlide – [Country Rock] Saluting two-wheeled transport from Milwaukee.
9. Prodigal Son – [Gospel] A rousing, Blues-style Bible story (sole cover song).
10. BioDiesel Boogie – [Boogie] Green and clean in a runnin' machine!
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